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Empires and puzzles knights of avalon rewards

in: Events, Knights of Avalon Comments Share Knights of Avalon is a challenge event that rotates once every five months. The event starts on the second Thursday of the month and continues through this weekend until Monday morning. It is expected to start in 2020: February 12, July 8
and December 10. Event Heroes 3* Heroes 4* Heroes 5* Heroes Bauchan (Fire) Merlin (Dark) Guinevere (Saint) Sir Lancelot (Fire) Morgan Le Fay (Nature) King Arthur (Ice) Black Knight (Fire) Lady of the Lake (Nature) These heroes of special events are part of the Knights of the Avalon
family and receive a bonus when more than one other family member is part of the player team. Knights of Avalon Family bonus for 2/3/4/5 heroes is: +5%/10%/15%/20% Critical Chance +4%/6%/9%/13% Healing Event Quest Stages Mariamne put together some amazing graphics showing
enemies that you can expect to face for this event: Community content is available within CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. More empires and puzzle Wiki Challenge Events are a great way to get class emblems to train your heroes skills and talents in a talent network. In this article here
you will find a list of all upcoming events so you can plan ahead as well as some valuable tips that will not only help you finish the event, but als ranks higher on the ladder to get some nice extra rewards. Challenge Event Calendar 2020 Challenge Events always start on the second
Thursday of the month and always follows a solid pattern, so this year's UPDATED CALENDAR events will look like! To not have to update the different calendars you will enjoy all the events, quests and trials ind one calendar that I update each month – click here to see each has three
different levels of quests that you can use: Rare: Heroes must be 3-Star or less &amp; soldiers and items must be 2-Star or less Epic: Heroes must be 4-Star or less &amp; soldiers &amp; items must be 3-Star or less Legendary: All Heroes, soldiers, and items available Challenge Event
Rewards The most important thing about challenge events are the emblems you can get: Pirates of Corellia Rare: 5x Barbarian Emblems &amp; 5x Druid Emblems Epic: 10x Rogue Emblems &amp; 10x Wizard Emblems Legendary: 20x Monk Emblems &amp; 20x Paladin Emblems
Puzzles : Rare: 5x Spiritual Emblems &amp; 5x Emblems of Epic Monks: 10x Paladin Emblems &amp; 10x Ranger Emblems Legendary: 20x Fighter Emblems &amp; 20x Rogue Emblems Fables Grimforest Rare: 5x Paladin Emblems &amp; 5x Ranger Epic Emblems: 10x Fighter Emblems
&amp; 10x Wizard Emblems Legendary: 20x Druid Emblems &amp; 20x Ranger Emblem Guardians Teltoc Rare: 5x Fighter Emblems &amp; 5x Emblems Guide Epic: 10x Barbaric Emblems &amp; 10x Druid Emblems Legendary: 20x Spiritual Emblems Ememy &amp; 20x Wizard Emblems
Knights of Avalon: Rare: 5x Rogue Emblems &amp; 5x Sorcerer's Epic Emblems: 10x Spiritual Emblems &amp; 10x Monk Emblems &amp; 20x Wizard Emblems Tip For Challenge Events Now here are my top tips to help you get through the event. Don't copy the best leaderboards You
can see the teams that have the best players in the action leaderboard, but don't be lazy and copy your team! More than 90% of these players don't want to reveal how they got this far and will create a team that doesn't work just to cover up how they did it. From my experience you can just
save effort and don't try to find a good team this way. Use the right heroes in challenge events customizing your color is one of the most important things to do, so here's a solid tip for elements of wach events: Pirates of Corellia It reflects a dark element, so don't use any dark heroes at all,
you can lose them from one reflection, and it's just not worth it! Monsters are mostly a fire/dark element, except for Stage 2 &amp; 6, where monsters are exclusively nature. So use many light and water elements or fire elements in phase 2 &amp; 6. Also bosses have these elements, so
avoid the use of dark or nature. Puzzles of wonderland It reflects nature, so nature is an element that you must not use here. You have a lot of nature and fire monters and bosses with very few dark elements in it. Thanks to this, it is ideal to focus with the help of heroes fire element as much
as possible, as well as light. I would not recommend using water, because at each stage there are natural monsters and they can easily destroy them. The Grimforest fables reflect fire and have many water and fire monsters, as well as some natural monsters and bosses. Normally I use the
water element of the hero here, because it is either a strong or normal attack and at the same time get less damage from the fire elements that are at each stage. If you're having trouble filling up your team, add some bright or dark heroes as well. Guardians of Teltoc reflects light and uses
the light and nature element of monsters at each stage, as well as only light element bosses. It also makes it difficult to use the dark elements of heroes, because they will quickly burn with double damage, especially from bosses, so it's more like a suicidal filler. Try only to use the heroes of
the fiery element and add nature to fill your team - if this is not enough to fulfill your team, you can also add strong heroes of the dark element if you need. Knights of Avalon reflects water and water/nature or dark/water monters. I usually try to make the most of natural heroes, but it's a tough
place. In phase 5 and stage 9, you can also add fire heroes, because there is no water feature. Alternatively, you can also add bright and dark heroes. Spin (new) : Knights of Avalon &gt; Pirates of Corellia &gt; Puzzles wonderland &gt; Fables Grimforest &gt; Guardians of Teltoc When? :
Second Wednesday of the month (?) Modes : Events have 3 modes called rare, epic and legendary. Each mode has specific ratings and rewards. Rare : You use 3* heroes or less, looking for 2* or 1* and items 2* or 1*. Epic: You can use 4* heroes or less, troups 3* or less and items 3* or
less. Legendary: You can use 5* heroes or less, troups 4* or less and items 4* or less. Rewards (V19) &gt;&gt;  Memento 5 Challenge Events Knights of Avalon (July 2020...) Guvnor Details:  [July 2020] Knights of Avalon Challenge Event - Guides, Discussions &amp; Recall Results
Pirates of Corellia Guvnor Details:  ☠ [August 2020] Pirates of Corellia Challenge Event - Guides, Discussions &amp;amp; Invoking Wonderland Guvnor Results Detailed Information:  [September 2020] Puzzles wonderland Challenge Event - Guides, Discussions &amp; Recall results
Fables from Grimforest Guvnor details information:  [October 2020] Fables Grimforest Challenge Event - Guides, Discussion &amp; Invocation Results Guardians of Teltoc Zephyr details:  New Guardians of Teltoc Challenge Event - FAQ, Discussion &amp; Recall Results Last
Seasonal Events:  Memento Seasonal Event 186 Gladly Thank you so much for this work 1 Like Thanks for it! It's very useful and clear. Event: Knights of Avalon 2 Likes 1 As a second Thursday in general, so it would be 9th 1 Like THank you for sharing these! Do you know more about
the ranks for this next i (Knights of Avalon) that is coming soon? Same items but ranks as teltoc @Mariamne I use these photos for my alliance pls Yes, you can update the rewards (Avalon) as soon as possible. Omg ily thanks you so much I will add my bit Easy eng xp xp/en 1 2 750 375,0
2 2 862 431,0 3 3 975 325,0 4 3 1087 362,3 5 4 1200 300,0 6 4 1312 328,0 7 5 1425 285,0 8 5 1537 307,4 9 6 1650 275,0 10 6 1762 293,7 Epic eng xp xp/en 1 3 875 291,7 2 3 1006 335,3 3 4 1137 284,3 4 4 1268 317,0 5 5 1400 280,0 6 5 1531 306,2 7 6 1662 277,0 8 6 1793 298,8 9 7
1925 275,0 10 7 2056 293,7 Legend eng xp xp/en 1 4 1000 250,0 2 4 1150 287,5 3 5 1300 260,0 4 5 1450 290,0 5 6 1600 266,7 6 6 1750 291,7 7 7 1900 271,4 8 7 2050 292,9 9 8 2200 275,0 10 8 2350 293,8 So The 2nd stage of easy levels is one of the most rewarding places for xp
farming. 10 Like This Guide is now a wiki page! Thanks for the permission to post @Mariamne! (hopefully link some of the forum threads for strategy to beat challenge events soon. I hope to organize several volunteers who contacted me later this week ...) 6 Likes Amazing gibs! Does this
apply to all events? next page → Selection of items for Challenge Events Rare: Arrow Attack, Axe Attack, Small Mana Potion, Mana Potion: Axe Attack, Bomb Attack, Little Mana Potion, Mana Potion: Bomb Attack, Dragon Attack, Tornado, Mana Potion or Super Mana Potion Part 1:
Understanding scoring system challenge event: Fables grimforestu As you can see, Are divided into defeated enemies, Time Bonus, Bonus, Health Bonus and Suspected Losers chestenemies are constant scores for this particular stage. The time bonus is how quickly you complete the
stage. The match bonus is based on the average number of combos within this roundSo Bonus is how much total health your heroes end up with with each suspicious chest that defeat will reward you with 5000 points and 1 challenge coin. Part 2: The high-score Strategy Match Bonus
Score that you really want to focus on is the match score bonus. The score is based on the total number of combos allocated by the total number of moves. Your goal will be to match at least 7 combos on the first move. This will help you get a good score. Getting this part down is going to
be a lot of world energy. Most players usually run out of battle if they are unable to average 7 combos in the first turn. With the onset of the coin challenge, it is viable to complete the coin farm stage. (You won't use items to complete the phase if you can't get highscore to keep your items)
All remaining monsters in Wave 1 and Wave 2 will be killed with your damage items and the boss will be eliminated with mana potions and special heroes. The end result will be 1 move with 7 combos, almost full health of your heroes and timer within 1 minute. As you progress to the more
difficult stages, where it is no longer so viable to take off wave 1 and wave 2 with damage items, it becomes a requirement for a full clear wave 1 with a full cascade of high combos. This is where it drains the world's most energy. (You don't have to meet this requirement unless you're trying
to be in the top ten.) Completing a stage with a high average combo would be able to put you in a location for the rise of the item (for rare and epic) For the legendary stages, Tornados will be your lifesaver because it allows you to move the boards in your favor and gives the most mana per
item. In addition, using tornadoes would also not put a turn on enemy heroes to fire out their annoying specials. Tornadoes also put together combos without going back. Suspicious chests Suspicious chests will begin as a dyed. They are unchainted for 1 turn when you have exactly two
movements. You will only be able to kill when they are unchainted, even with objects. Shielded chestOpen chest Overall this is what the real stage will look like. 1. Enter the stage, select the move and hope to cascade into 5-10 ++ combos.2. Use arrow keys, wass and one or two hero skills
to clear the remaining waves3. In the boss stage, fire off all your hero specials, consume all your damage items, and recharge your hero mana to full time and time again to kill the remaining enemies. At this point you don't want to make any more moves if possible. You can watch this video
for a visual guide on Preparation begins before a real challenge event going to a high score is very expensive on items and word energy flasks. So it is best to prepare ahead. If you are not ready for this challenge event, start preparing for next month's challenge event. Total required combat
items: Rare: 75-100 Arrow Attacks, 75-100 Axe attacks, 75-100 Small Mana potions, 30-50 Mana PotionsEpic: 75- 100 Axe attacks, 75-100 Bombings, 75-100 Small Mana Potions, 50-80 Mana PotionsDeportance: 75-100 Bombings, 75-100 Dragon Attacks, 50-80 Tornadoes and 50-80
Mana Potions or Super Mana Potions in Total. Below are some of my scores for the previous challenge event. This will give you an estimate of how much you need a score for each category. Good luck having fun. See you at the top of the leaderboard for the future Challenge Events
Challenge Event scoring in action Here's a video of weak fuel making his Challenge event a hit. You will notice that it resets the board several times and just go to the rest of the monster after hitting 7 combos. Challenge Event Rare Score Based on February 2020, the minimum score for the
top 1,000 is 740,000. Challenge Event Epic Score Based on February 2020, the minimum score for the top 500 points is 950,000 legendary Challenge Event Points Based on February 2020, Score a minimum for the best 1,000 completions is 1,070,000 and the top 100 score is 1,180,000.
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